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Evidence-based 
Survey

Interested in running this survey online, with instant reports? Contact...

Teacher Subjective Wellbeing Questionnaire

The Teacher Subjective Wellbeing Questionnaire is an 8-item self-report rating scales for 
measuring teachers’ job-specific wellbeing. It’s comprised of two subscales: (1) School 
Connectedness and (2) Teaching Efficacy. Subscale scores can be used a standalone wellbeing 
indicators or summed to create an Overall Teacher Subjective Wellbeing composite score.

Created by Tyler Renshaw, Associate Professor and Director of Coordination and Curriculum 
of the School Psychology Specialization, Utah State University

“

Category: General Wellbeing, Teaching Efficacy, School Connectedness

Target Audience: Staff, 18+

Bounce Alerts: There are no Bounce Alerts currently set up for staff surveys. 

Lesson Plans: If you are a BounceTogether customer, please visit your Knowledge 
Lesson Plans: Centre for our full collection of lesson plans. 



What do you need to consider before running a paper survey?

How much will is cost you to print the survey? 
There are 4 pages in this survey. If you are going to print a copy for every staff member 
in your school, this can quickly amount to a significant expense. You also need to factor 
in the cost of the time it will take you or your school admin to assign the survey and 
analyse the findings. 

How will you collect and analyse the findings? 
You need to decide how you will assign the survey, when staff will complete the 
questions and how you will collate the findings. It can be very difficult and time 
consuming to collect the data, especially if you are assigning the survey to your whole 
staff body.

Will you be able to draw valuable insights from the questions? 
Assigning the survey on paper can limit your ability to draw valuable insights from 
the data. You won’t be able to segment or compare findings by different demographics, 
like department, years’ of service, or age.

Let us run a fully-managed survey for you!

We will run the survey for just £49 - use discount code ‘BTSurvey’

We will create the survey and send you a unique url to send to all members of staff.

We will analyse all findings for you and provide your results in a professionally-formatted report. 

Choose to segment findings by demographics.

We will help you digest and understand your results in a one-to-one call.

Click Here

https://www.bouncetogether.co.uk/forms/run-a-survey


Teacher Subjective Wellbeing Questionnaire

Below are some questions about your experiences as a teacher.Read each 
sentence and choose the oneresponse that best describeshow you felt in the 

past month.

Renshaw, T. L. (2020). TeacherSubjective Wellbeing Questionnaire(TSWQ): 
Measure and user guide.Open Science Framework.https://osf.io/6548v

Statements

 I feel like I belong at this school.

Almost
Never

I am a successful teacher.

I can really be myself at this 
school.

I am good at helping students 
learn new things.

 I feel like people at this school 
care about me.

I have accomplished a lot as a 
teacher.

I am treated with respect at this 
school.

Sometimes Often Almost
Always

I feel like my teaching is effective 
and helpful.

Click Here

https://www.bouncetogether.co.uk/forms/run-a-survey


Access the largest repository of evidence-based, fully researched 
surveys for pupils, staff and parents.

Produce clear, presentation ready reports to share instantly with 
different stakeholders.

Easily filter and segment findings to make comparisons between 
year groups, classes, and school demographics.

Use powerful insights to make confident, data-driven decisions on 
your whole-school wellbeing strategy.

www.bouncetogether.co.uk

@bouncetogether
Book a demo today

Use our collection of fully-researched lesson plans to develop 
targeted action plans for pupils and cohorts.

Be alerted in real-time to concerning responses, dips in wellbeing, 
and add unfiltered pupil to your safeguarding records.

Click Here

https://www.bouncetogether.co.uk/forms/book-a-meeting

